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ABSTRACT
My research area is Kairi village which is in Paschim Champaran and located in Gaunaha
Tehsil of Paschim Champaran in Bihar. It is 25km away from the sub district headquarters
Gaunaha and 70 km away from district headquarters Bettiah.
When I visit this village for my field research to see indigenous knowledge related to safe
drinking water among villagers. In the village I saw except one or two household all
household have hand pump, in the village there were Tharu community based( Tharu cast
came under ST/SC category). The main occupation of this village is agriculture, men engage
themselves in this occupation to earn money for daily livelihood. Mostly men use their
agriculture products for household but some for the purpose to sell it in the market. Some
women also work at field and some went to jungle to collects wood for household as well as
to sell it in the market.
As I said above that most of the household of this village have hand pump, there were two
dug wells in this village also, villagers who don’t have hand pump at their household used to
bring water from dug well for drinking and cooking. There were three Tolas in this village
and those are Khekhaulia, Amahwa and Kairi tola, and only two dug wells for all. Then I
went to meet people of all three tolas, when I see people of village I realized none of them are
fine means all looks sick which showed at their face. When I meet them then I got to know
that all have victim of some diseases like some have skin itching problem, some have
stomach ache problem, most have stone in their kidney. I also children there from age 5 and
some youngsters age 16 to 18, when I saw little children then I found there is no light at their
face, hands are rough and yellow. And when I asked reason for that then they said that
doctors gave them only medicines but don’t tell them about disease.
Then I met some villagers to know what they know about water quality or what was their
source of water at past. They said at they used to drink as well as cook from dug well water
but times goes and all have hand pump at their household then they starts using hand pump
water. But they realize some difference in the taste of hand pump and dug well water.
Women said that when they put hand pump water into the bucket then after some hours they
saw yellow oilish layer at top of the water which looks very dirty. And when they use pump
water for washing clothes then the colour of clothes becomes yellow, when they use it for
bath then they found rashes on their body, and they don’t know why such things are happen.
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Then some people came to this village and held meeting regarding quality of water so that
villagers could know for their betterment. In the meeting they told them about why water of
hand pump is dirty it is because of arsenic. They told villagers arsenic that it is a kind of
poison that founds on water which can’t be seen but kills people by inside slowly and slowly.
And also told them about the symptoms of arsenic that if someone have arsenic inside their
body then those people always have headache, excess saliva from their mouth, metallic taste
from mouth, excess sweating and many more. Then the team check all the hand pump water
of Kairi to know whether they contains arsenic or not through test kit, then they found that
most of the hand pump water have arsenic. Then the check water through guava leaves then
they found that water have bacteria as well as iron also. That’s why villagers have such kind
of diseases and problems. When people got to know that hand pump water have arsenic,
bacteria and iron and dug well water don’t have ( know through test kit) then they again
move to dug well water.
Then the team members introduce Matka Filter in front of them and told its benefits and
process to make. It is a kind of filter which is less in cost, 300 for small matka and 500 for
big matka. For Matka Filter a person needs 3 matkas, sand, coal pieces and small bricks
pieces. After certain process a person can use water from matka which is arsenic, bacteria and
iron free for cooking or drinking.
The villagers got to know that the reason for which they have arsenic in their groundwater
because of them, when they through animal as well as human waste on road openly then it
affects the human health as well as contaminate groundwater. Then they start doing certain
things to safe groundwater from being polluted. Before they all went to open defecation for
remove waste but now they move to Ecosan Toilet which is a new kind of toilets which do
not pollute environment and groundwater as well. In this when people remove their waste
will not gone to ground but collect at one place and by putting coal powder regularly on that
make them compost after 6 months or 1 year and use that compost for agriculture.
Another thing they made to save groundwater from being polluted are Faidemand Shokhta
and Faidemand Compost, when a person starts making this then pollution from the village is
less. For making these a person needs dry leaves, household dry wastes, wood, cow dung,
rocks, sand, etc. before people use to through household wastes on the road and during rainy
season wastes go at ground level with rain water and pollute groundwater. But because of
compost or shokhta people now using these waste to save groundwater.
4

Now I can say that, this Kairi village is different from other backward villages because in this
village everybody knows how to check the quality of water that which is safe for drinking or
cooking or which is not. People try to save groundwater from being polluted by certain
process. Villagers are using matka filter water and dug well so that they are free from arsenic.
The only bad thing about this village is transport facility, public transport like train, bus or
auto don’t go to this village, if any one wants to go to this village then have to go by own.
Medical facilities are also not available. If somebody falls sick then they went to nearby town
that is Narkatiyakanj or Bettiah.
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1. INTRODUCTION:This report is mainly focused on the area of arsenic affected regions of Paschim Champaran
of Bihar. There are many villages in Paschim Champaran where groundwater is found
contaminated with arsenic, bacteria and iron. And my research areas are Kairi village. There
are some works done by Water Action for the awareness of people of these villages against
arsenic contaminated water. It also shows the sources of water in Kairi, and historical
background and major occupation. This report also shows the regions for finding arsenic in
ground water of Kairi village. It also shows the different kinds of diseases and effects of
arsenic on body as well as household of different tolas of Kairi village. This report also
shown number of household which are using how villagers are now saving their groundwater
through scientific knowledge and also show the perception of indigenous knowledge of Kairi
village. Regarding Kairi village, this report also shows the survey at Mahajogin village.
Many villages of Paschim Champaran is considered as arsenic contaminated district.

Fig1. Index map of West Champaran district.
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As per the census of 2011, the district has:
Population: 3,922,780
No. of Males: 2,057,669
No. of Females: 1,865,111
Population density: 750 per sq. km.
Decadal Growth rate : 28.89%
Sex ratio: 906 per 1000 males.
Literacy rate: 58.06%
Male literacy rate: 68.16%

1.1.

Statement of problem

Today almost 900 million people do not have access to safe drinking water about one in
every eight people. Around the world, over 800 children under five die every day from
diarrheal diseases caused by lack of access to safe drinking water, sanitation and hygiene. In
addition diarrhoea causes children to lose their appetites which can lead to malnourishment.
Limited access to save drinking water has become such a worldwide problem that one in
every four children.
Water Resources and Utilisation
 India has 16 per cent of the world’s population and four per cent of its fresh water
resources.
 Estimates indicate that surface and ground water availability is around 1,869 billion
cubic metres (BCM). Of this, 40 per cent is not available for use due to geological
and topographical reasons.
 Around 4,000 BCM of fresh water is available due to precipitation in the form of rain
and snow, most of which returns to the seas via rivers. 4
 Ninety two per cent groundwater extracted is used in the agricultural sector, five and
three per cent respectively for industrial and domestic sector.
 Eight nine per cent of surface water use is for agricultural sector and two per cent and
nine per cent respectively are used by the industrial and domestic sector.
While on the one hand the pressures of development are changing the distribution of water in
the country, access to adequate water has been cited as the primary factor responsible for
limiting development.
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My research area is Kairi village, the majority of household there are facing various health
problems water related. This study tests the drinking water supply of a marginalized village
community of Kairi, Khekhaulia and Amahwa tola, of Paschim Champaran, Bihar. Based on
hand pump drinking water sample testing and analysis, found that there was high levels of
arsenic. People of this village are drinking contaminated water from hand pump because they
have no other option and due to which they are having different kind of harmful diseases.
This study also looks that what are the indigenous knowledge villagers have related to safe
water and what are the new technologies they opt to save groundwater. This study also looks
why Kairi village have arsenic in their groundwater.

Fig2. This figure shows the arsenic affected region where I study. First one is Kairi
village and second one is Mahajogin village.
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1.2.


Objective of the study
Objective of the study is to study the social and health impact of contaminated water
on Kairi villagers, of Paschim Champaran, Bihar.

1.3



To know the indigenous knowledge related to save water among villagers.



To know what villagers know about groundwater and how to save it.

Research Questions:-

1. What are the different local technologies adopted by people to save groundwater?
2.

To find number of household in Kairi and which cast of people are living there.

3. Source of water in Kairi village.
4. Indigenous and local knowledge related to safe drinking water.
5. What villagers think about water quality?
6. Why” Arsenic Health Assessment Camp” held in the village.
7. Why people again went to pond?
8. What are the reasons for water contamination in Kairi village?
9. What is Matka Filter and why people are now drinking water from matka also?

1.4

Scope of the study:My scope of the study is to find local/ indigenous knowledge and also scientific
knowledge. And also find whether they are accepting scientific knowledge or satisfied
with it or not.

1.5. Limitation of the study:-

Since I have given two months for my summer internship so I have visited only two villages.
First one is Kairi village in which there are three tolas- Kairi (the main tola), Khekhaulia tola
and Amahwa tola. And 2 m away from this village another is Mahajogin village. Because of
time limitation I have covered only two villages of Paschim Champaran.
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2. Description of the field-:
West Champaran district was came into an existence in 1972,it came out from old
Champaran District and during certain reorganisation done then as a result it is known as
West Champaran District has its headquarters in Bettiah but Champaran is actually a sub
division of Saran District. In Bettiah, Bane (Cane) named plant found mostly because of that
Bettiah got its name. It is also said that Champaran got its name because it tells about the
time when the district was in the track of the forest of Champaran (Mangolia) trees, that’s
why it got its name as Champaran. Police District under West Champaran is in Bettiah and
Bagaha.
There are 1483 villages in West Champaran, numbers of developed blocks are 18, and 315
Panchayat in West Champaran. The literacy rate of West Champaran is very low 39.63%.
There are some school also which count as best schools in North Bihar. People are not
educated in this district that’s why agriculture is the main occupation of West Champaran. By
that they fulfil the needs of their family.
There are many villages in West Champaran in which Domat Panchayat, Gaunaha and Kairi
villages are one of them.

 Gaunaha
Gaunaha is a block in Paschim Champaran District, Bihar State. Gaunaha town is the
headquarters of Gaunaha Block belongs to Tirhut District. It is 56 km away from Bettiah and
225 km away from the state capital Patna. There are 128 villages and 18 Panchayat in
Gaunaha. There are also some tourist destinations near to Gaunaha like- Lauria Nandghar,
Khusinagar, Motihari, Kesaria, Buddha Stupa. Total population of Gaunaha Block is
157,703. The local languages of Gaunaha are Hindi, Urdu, Bhojpuri and people who came
from Nagaland use to speak in Maithili also. Total numbers of males are 81,878 and females
are 75,825.

 Domat Panchayat
The village Domat is located in Gaunaha Tehsil of Paschim Champaran District, in Bihar. It
is situated 30 km away from Gaunaha and 60 km away from Bettiah District. Total
population of Domat is 2,215. There are 399 houses in Domat village. Narkatiyakanj is the
nearest town to Domat which is approximately 23 km away. The route to go to Domat village
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is by bus or trains both. The nearby villages to Domat are – Sisai, Ratni, Ratanpura, Parsanda,
Dumaria, Bishunpurwa, Kairi, Kataha, Mahajogin and Dharampurz.

 Kairi village
Among these villages, my research area is Kairi village. The code of Kairi village is 216453.
Kairi village is located in Gaunaha Tehsil of Paschim Champaran in Bihar. It is situated 25 k
away from the sub district headquarters Gaunaha and 70 km away from district headquarters
Bettiah. According to 2009 status, Domat is declared as the Gram Panchayat of Kairi village.
According to the 2016 status by the Ward Sadasya of the Kairi village through the vote the
result came out:Main gram- Kairi Kataha
Post office- Gaunaha
Police station-Gaunaha
Gram Panchayat-Domat
According to 2016 status, there are 223 males, 210 females and the total population is 433.
There are 167 households in Kairi village, 1 Anganwadi, 1 Primary school, 4 Farm House.
The nearest town to Kairi village I Narkatiyaganj.
First day when I visited the village Kairi, there I saw the roads are kaccha , there is no route
for any auto if somebody wants to visit this village then he have to go either with his own
vehicle. I also saw that most of the villagers of Kairi village live in hut or kaccha house and
very few have pucca house but not fully pucca. That village is basically a community of
“Tharu” cast, who comes under ST/ SC Category. They are famous for wood selling, ladies
and girls goes to the jungle in the morning and cuts wood from the trees and sell it into the
market. They also search big and small pieces of rock and either sell it into the market or use
it in making own houses and they find it from the river near the village named “Pandayee’’.
Some of the villagers also work in the fields at others land and known as “Bataidaar”. In the
middle of the village a person who lives are known as “Hajaam” who also comes in the
category of ST/SC category who are famous for hair cutting and engaged in agriculture work.
There are total four family of this cast in the village. There were one family of Rajput and
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one family of Yadav who lives in the Kairi village and they are farmholders and known as
Zamindars. At the end of the village some Muslims are living and their main occupation is
making bangles and sells them it into the market and some of them also engage in agriculture.

 Why Kairi Village for Research?
It is said that in West Champaran many villages have a water quality problem because it is
said that during test of water it is said that in these villages they found that water in these
villages have arsenic in high level, bacteria and iron which are very harmful the health.

 History
According to 2016 report, there were total 172 household in the Kairi village, total population
is 437 in which 221 are males and 216 are females. As most of the people are illiterate there
so that the main occupation is agriculture. The village is backward in many cases like
education, road, electricity and water. Water is the main problem of this village because there
are 65 hand pumps and 2 dug wells in the all three tolas of Kairi. There are three tolas in
Kairi village and they are: - Amahwaha Tola, Kairi Tola is main tola and third is Kheghaulia.
1. Khekhaulia Tola- It is said that Khekhar are mostly found in this area ( it is a kind
of animal which lives inside the land and it is not harmful, only makes noise which
can’t tolerate).
2. Amahwaha Tola- It is said that mangoes tress is mostly found in this tola, that’s
people, gave this tola such name.
3. Kairi Tola - It is said that in this area people find mostly a tree of Khair kind of tree
whose wood is used for hawan in puja and fruit is also used for puja and also people
use it in paan as katha).
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Fig3. This is a map of Kairi and Mahajogin village made by me.
This map shows that which cast have majority in this village, who are those who lives in front
and who those who lives in middle or at end of the village.

4. LITERATURE REVIEW:-

 What is Arsenic?
Arsenic- Arsenic is a natural semi-metallic chemical that is found all over the world in
groundwater.

In some areas of the world, naturals levels of arsenic in the water are

extremely dangerous and hard to detect; arsenic typically has no flavour or odour. Arsenic
can also be found in some industries, whether it be contaminated within a chemical used, or
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the by-product in industries. Arsenic poisoning can cause major health complications if not
treated, including death.
Symptom of arsenic- According to doctors, the symptoms of arsenic are having pain or
dizziness, the others sign which are noticed by some people are a rash, pallor, or swelling. If
the arsenic is ingested orally then the first sign and symptoms of arsenic we saw within in
thirty minutes, and may include some of the following:


Drowsiness(a feeling of sleepy and lethargic)



Headaches



Confusion



Terrible diarrhea

If the arsenic has been inhaled, or a less concentrated amount has been ingested, then the
symptoms may take longer to emerge. As the arsenic poisoning develops, the patient may
start suffering convulsions and their fingernail pigmentation may change (leukonychia).
The following signs and symptoms are associated in more severe cases of arsenic poisoning:


Metallic taste in the mouth



Mouth produces excess saliva



Problems of swallowing



Blood in urine



Cramping muscles



Loss of hair



Stomach cramps



Excessive sweating



Breath

Arsenic poisoning typically affects the skin, liver, lungs and kidneys. The final stage of the
poisoning causes the patient to suffer seizures and go into shock, this could lead to death or a
person goes to shock. When a women is pregnant and have arsenic in her body then it will
affect the memory of child also.
Illnesses, conditions and complications linked to long-term arsenic consumption include:
 Cancer
14

 Liver disease
 Diabetes
 Nervous system complications- such as loss of sensation in limbs and hearing
problems.
 Digestive difficulties
The main cause of arsenic poisoning in world is because of drinking ground water that
naturally contains the high level of arsenic. The water becomes contaminated underground by
rocks that release the arsenic.
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Fig4. This is a picture of villagers of Kairi village, this picture shows that how villagers are
affected by arsenic and have all symptoms which were discussed above.

 What is groundwater?
Groundwater is water that is stored under the earth’s surface within soil and rock layers.
When rain falls, only small portion of the water flows across the ground as runoff and enters
streams or rivers. Much of this water remains trapped in the soil and seeps deep into the
ground and becomes groundwater. Surface water once became groundwater then it can
remains as groundwater for few days or for thousands of years.
Groundwater is connected to surface water through complex interactions. The study of these
interactions is a part of hydrogeology.
Hydrogeology is the study of groundwater, the rock layers that carry groundwater and the
interaction of groundwater with surface water. The interaction of groundwater and surface
water is also a part of hydrology. Hydrology is the study of surface water and hydrochloric
cycle.
In this village many people are changing their habit to save groundwater like they are using
toilet other than open defecation.
Here are some pictures of villagers, while talking to them I got to know that these are putting
their steps forward to save groundwater from being contaminated from arsenic, iron and
bacteria.
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Fig5. Talking to villagers related to save water.
Groundwater is a part of the hydrochloric cycle

Fig6. The Hydrochloric Cycle: The Hydrochloric cycle, or the water cycle, includes
hydrology above ground, and hydrogeology below ground.
The average availability of water remains more or less fixed according to the natural
17

hydrological cycle but the per capita availability reduces steadily due to an increasing
population.
In 1955, the per capita availability was 5,300 cubic metres (cu.m) per person per year,
which came down to 2,200 cu. m in 1996.5

When water infiltrates into the ground it flows through soil and rock layers. Groundwater
can be stored in layers called aquifers. The water flowing underground can return to the
surface in springs, wetlands, streams, lakes, and oceans.

Fig7. This is a picture of aquifers.
Aquifers are typically made up of gravel, sand, sandstore, or fractured rock, like limestone.
Water can move through these materials because they have large connected spaces that make
them permeable. The speed at which groundwater flows depends on the size of the spaces in
the soil or rock and how well the spaces are connected.
We can found groundwater everywhere. The water table may be deep and shallow; and may
rise or fall depending on many factors. Heavy rainfall may cause the water table to fall.
Water in aquifers is brought to the surface naturally through a spring or can be discharged
into lakes and streams. Groundwater can also be extracted through a well drilled into the
aquifer.
In areas where material above the aquifer is permeable, pollutants can readily sink into
groundwater supplies. Groundwater can be polluted by landfills, septic tanks, leaky
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underground gas tanks and from overuse of fertilisers and pesticides. If groundwater becomes
polluted, it will no longer be safe to drink.

Importance of groundwater:

Most of our drinking water in the Bihar, India comes from groundwater. In rural parts
of the country, up to 99% of the water used for drinking is sourced from groundwater.



In rural areas, people mostly use groundwater for agriculture, and in Kairi village also
people are depending on groundwater as well as rain water for agriculture because
they don’t have boring facility. This means uses of groundwater can significantly
impact human life, this time by cutting back on healthy and successful crop growth.



Groundwater doesn’t often have to be treated much. When it isn’t already
contaminated, groundwater is usually much cleaner than surface water, and it requires
far fewer harsh chemical treatments to make it safe enough for human consumption.



Many contaminants that come from nature are also removed by nature as the water
passes through rocks and sand that serve as filtration. Because rocks filters the water
that’s why we found rocks in every household of Kairi village.

Causes for groundwater contamination:1. Direct:
a) Hazardous Waste- People of Kairi village use to put their household waste on the
side of the road at first. When hazardous waste is disposed of or dumped incorrectly,
the chances of it spilling and leaching into soil and water are great. And this type of
soil to occur and go completely unnoticed. But once spill occurs, it can almost never
be removed from groundwater.
b) Landfill- (are sites designated for dumping rubbish, garbage, or other sorts of solid
wastes). Landfills are another direct cause of pollution in groundwater. The longer a
landfill remains full of waste, the more the toxins from that waste seep into the soil
below and around the landfill. This leads to groundwater contamination immediately.
And we saw in most of the village people use to through their household waste on the
side of the road and Kairi village is one of them. And that’s why village water is
contaminated and villagers are suffering from different kind of diseases which caused
by consuming contaminated water.
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c) Man- made- It is true that men are the one who are mostly responsible for any
kind of dirt and pollution. In the Kairi village, most villagers use to go for open
defecation for fresh n up. And they left the waste on the side of the road or side of
pond and during rain the waste goes at ground level and pollute the groundwater.

2. Natural:a) Animal waste- In the Kairi village mostly all villagers have their own livestock
including cows, buffaloes, goats, hens, and villagers used to through the waste of
animals on the road or take them to the field where the use to grazing leafs or urinate
there also and this will pollute the groundwater. The type of pollution caused by these
contaminants is usually easy to remove by water treatment facilities. However, it does
make groundwater unsafe to drink without treatment.

3. Indirect:a). Atmospheric pollutants- Sometimes, when surface water in the area become polluted,
then this can lead polluting evaporating into water and air. In a result polluted air mostly
drifts where more pollution are present and polluted rain can fall as acid rain. This damages
the environment and also affects the human health by different ways.
b). Arsenic- Sometimes, arsenic is naturally present in rocks. And I saw that we can found
small or big piece of rocks in Kairi village because villagers use to bought it from “Pandayee
River” and either use it for building own house or sell it into the market. When groundwater
passes through or sits in these rocks for too long, it can cause arsenic to build up in the
groundwater to levels that are capable of poisoning animals or people who drink it. And in
Kairi village, most of the areas are covered with jungle and animals are also found there. But
regular water treatment can usually remove arsenic from groundwater.
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Fig8. This is picture showing how water passes through rocks.

4.Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle- The Kairi villagers are reducing the habit of putting
wastes on the road, they are now reusing the household waste to save groundwater through
Faidemand Shokhta and compost, they are using eco cell toilet and recycle the human waste
as a fertilizer and use it for agriculture for growing wheat, maize, rice, etc.

5. Natural alternatives- now villagers are using natural things like cow dung to save
groundwater by some process.
The Groundwater Foundation, (info@groundwater.org), accessed on 2017.

 Effects of groundwater contamination:a). Health- Groundwater pollution mainly effects on the human health when they are
drinking contaminated water. And through I met many people and children who are
affected with arsenic which shows on their face.
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Fig9. These are some children who have all symptoms of arsenic in them.
They have metallic taste in the mouth, mouth produces excess saliva, problems of
swallowing, stomach cramps, excessive sweating.
The Kairi villagers have mainly health problems of- stomach pain, skin diseases, skin itching
problem, most have stone in their kidney or gallbladder.
b). Poisoning- There are total three tolas in Kairi village- Khekhaulia tola, Amahwaha tola
and Kairi tola. And there are only 2 dug well in the village. When the team of water action
are checking the water through test kit then they found that dug well water is not
contaminated and good for drinking also. But on the other hand water of hand pump have
arsenic, bacteria and iron at high level and these are like sweet poison which kills the people
slowly by inside.
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Fig10. This is dug well of Kairi village, where villagers use to go for water either for
cooking or drinking.
The reason that why dug well water is not contaminated because it is open, air and sunlight
goes inside it and the sunlight kills all bacteria that’s why this is capable for drinking. But
when dugs are not dug or placed correctly, then poisons from both nature and from human
use pesticides and solvents can goes into the well water and poison supply.
But on the other hand, when we look at hand pump:-

Fig11. This is a picture of hand pump and two little girls are used to drink water after
playing by near place.
One thing I also got to know while talking with children that they use to drink water where
they use to play because they don’t want to go home for drinking. And those children are
doing so they have Matka Filter at their home but they use to drink water only when they use
to eat otherwise they drink from anywhere.
The reasons that why hand pump water is found contaminated, because hand pump is packed
and there is no space to go air or sunlight inside it that’s why is it being contaminated and we
found arsenic, bacteria or iron in the pump water (This I got to know from one member of
Water Action).
3. Economy- When groundwater becomes contaminated, the economy can also easily
suffer. Problem occurs due to groundwater pollution:a). Depreciating value of land- When groundwater becomes more contaminated in a

given

area, that area becomes less capable of sustaining human, animal, and plant life. In the Kairi
village the conditions of lands are very bad, when rain occurs continuously for 2 or 3 days at
23

Kairi village, then the condition of road becomes bad not even for walk, and flood also occurs
there very easily, that’s why the value of land is being depreciating day-by-day.
4. Environment- Environment can be seriously altered when groundwater is polluted.
Here are some of the ways in which this occurs:a). Nutrient pollution- Groundwater pollution can cause certain types of nutrients that are
necessary in small amounts to become far too abundant to sustain normal life in a given
ecosystem. Fish might start dying off quickly because they are no longer able to process the
water in their water suppliers and other animals might become sick from too much of certain
types of nutrients in the water they drink. Plants might not be able to absorb water as easily,
and the entire ecosystem will suffer. During rainy days I saw that children used to catch
fishes from nearby next day but they found some dead fish also and this is because of nutrient
pollution.
b). Toxins water in ecosystem- When groundwater that supplies lakes, rivers, streams,
ponds, and swamps becomes contaminated, this slowly leads to more and more
contamination of the surface water as well. When this happens, fish, birds, animals and plants
that live in the area become sick and die off quickly.

Fig12. This is a place somewhere on a way to Jamunia, and this picture shows how
people are throughing their household wastes in water and in this way the pollution
goes to ground level and make groundwater polluted.
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 How to save groundwater- There are some ways by which we can save our
groundwater:-

a) Go Native- If people use to plant more-n-more tress at their village then they can save
their groundwater from being polluted because if there is more tress or plant then there is
less chance of air pollution.
b) Manage waste- If villagers want to see their village free from pollution and water to be
safe and clean to drink, then they must have to keep their village clean for that they have
to through their household waste not on the side of the road but at proper place. People
who use to go for open defecation have to change their habit because this makes the
environment as well as groundwater polluted. And I saw Kairi villager are changing their
habit and try to keep their village clean and safe.
c) Don’t let it run- People use to waste so much of water, but when Kairi villagers came to
know that if they waste water like this then they have to suffer in future. That’s why they
understood that they have to use water very limited then they have water in future
because through test also they came to know that the water level is decreasing very fastly.

5. Methodology:The methods which I used in this internship are:
1. Random Sampling Method for data collection- It is the most widely- used
probability sampling method, probably because it is easy to implement and easy to
analyse. I choose this method because it is not easy to select all household for data
collection.
2. Interview- It is a data collection technique that involves oral questioning of
respondents, either individually or as a group. The purpose of interview is that it helps
to secure certain information from the subject, which is only known by him and
cannot be gathered from any other sources. I choose this because I have to talk to
some men, women and children personally to know their problem related water.
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3. Questionnaire- A pre- designed semi- structured questionnaire to gather basic
information of the respondent, focus on clear water, sanitation and health of women,
men and children.
4. FDGs- I choose focus group discussion as a research tool because it is a good way to
gather people from similar backgrounds or experiences to discuss a specific topic of
interest. I will do FDGs with women, girls, men because all have different kinds of
problem related to water.
5. Sampling- I choose random sampling because it is not easy to talk with every person
of that village or area so it is easy to choose some of them and talk and on that basis
come to conclusion that what type of problem faced by villagers due to contaminated
water. There are 167 household in Kairi village among them I have talked with
maximum households and some from Mahajogin village.

As discussed above that there are 167 household in Kairi village in all three tolas.
There are 23 household in all three tolas that are using Matka Filter.
MATKA FILTER

NUMBER

Kairi tola

18

Amahwa tola

02

Khekhaulia tola

03

TOTAL

23

Table1. It means that among 167 households, 23 households are using Matka Filter to drink
clean and safe water which is free from arsenic, bacteria and iron.


Eco San toilet

Name

Eco San toilet

Tola

Ravinder Mahto

Yes,

Khekhaulia

Jogi Mahto

Yes

Amahwa

Ram Chanti Devi

Yes

Kairi

Muni Devi

Yes

Kairi

Ramayan Nath

Yes

Kairi

Prabhu Thakur

Yes

Kairi
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Prem Nath

Yes

Kairi

Yogender Nath

Yes

Kairi

Table2.It means one household in Khekhaulia and one in Amahwa tola having
Ecosan toilet and more household in Kairi tola.

6. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS:-

a)

Water Quality- It means to see what villagers know about water quality. When I

asked about what they meant by quality of water, then the answer came out that when they
saw the water of dug well and hand pump they felt that water of dug well looks clean as
compared to hand pump water and in taste also both have not similarity. But they don’t
have understanding which water is suitable for drinking and which is for cooking or for
washing. That’s why they drink water from Matka and cook food from pump water which is
polluted. Mostly found arsenic. The villagers told me what they understands the quality of
water by the programme PGWM. Then the villagers ask the team that what is arsenic then
the team held a programme named PGWM( Participatory Ground Water Management) in
which the team told them about arsenic, its symptoms. They also told them that arsenic
mostly found in water, so that they have understanding about the quality of water by taste
and smell an also told them to check by guava leaves. Then they also told them about
Matka filter and ask them to drink water from that and not from hand pump because it
contains arsenic at high level. The team also introduced “Eco Cell Toilet” ask them to don’t
went for open defecation and use eco cell toilet because it don’t pollute the ground water
because if the ground water is contaminated then the water contains arsenic in it. And told
them that they check the whole hand pump of the Kairi village of all tolas and find except
one or two all have containing arsenic, bacteria, and iron.



Why Health Assessment Camp Held In the Village
In the Kairi village in all three tolas most of the villagers are suffering from diseases like skin
itching, hair loss, liver and chest infection and pain, all people have yellowish in their have,
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none of the villagers have light or smile on their face. Most of the people have stone in their
kidney.
Then the team of “Water Action” held a meeting which name is “Arsenic Health Assessment
Camp” in school, in which some doctors came to school of the Kairi village and check some
man and children and most of them find victim there because all have some symptoms of
arsenic in their body.
During my field visit I met with one lady whose name is whose name is Sunila Kumasi, aged
35 years. She is bald, said that she starts her hair loss when she was 10 years old. She went to
the doctor for check-up at Motihari, Narkatiyaganj, and Gaunaha. But doctors don’t tell him
the reason for that and give her only medicine. When I asked her for source of water then he
said she and her family used to drink water from hand pump. Then I asked her that her hand
pump is being checked or not?

Then she said yes and our hand pump have arsenic, bacteria

and iron. Then I asked her then why she drinks from it though she had skin disease and hair
loss, then she said that it was not said by doctor or we can’t say that I have these problem
because of water only. When I asked her that anybody more in the family have any kind of
problem, then she said that yes 9 members in my family and all have skin problem. She does
a work also, she used to sewing clothes and earns money she also teaches some girls of the
village and earn money from that also. When I asked why she don’t put hand pump in their
house, she had filter at first but during rainy season it broke down then they don’t afford to
put again because they have money problem though she earn money, the male members of
the family engaged in agriculture and earn money.

Fig 13. Talking to Sunila Kumari. In the picture it was clearly shown that she is bald.
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b)

Local Technologies to save water:-

Ecosan Toilet- - This is a new style of toilet which very less water as compared to others

i.

toilets.

.
Fig14. This is a picture of ecosan toilet.
For making this a person needs minimum Rs 24000 because it requires cement, sand, and
other materials. In this a person requires only 1 litre of water and the water which he use goes
to nearby plant. The two whole which is shown in the picture is a place where people use to
sit to through his waste and the waste collects inside the whole and one people have to put
coal powder in it so that it soak the water of the waste and also helps to stay away insects
from the waste and it should remain dry.
Among all three open defecation or pit latrine or ecosan toilet. Ecosan is best among them
because first thing it requires less water, second the waste is converted into fertilizer, and
third thing is that the waste do not go at ground level and do not make water contamination.
ii. Faidemand compost: - When the villagers got to know to know that by doing some
process they can save their groundwater with no cost, because things which is required to make
this can easily be found at village like- dry leaves of anything it may be bamboo leaves
sugarcane leaves or any kind of dry leaves, cow dung, vegetable part which we don’t use, and
household waste and should be dry, one iron rod.
Then I got to know about the process of preparing Faidemand compost by some
villagers:-
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Fig15. This is a picture of Faidemand compost, in this we can see the bed which is
prepared by using such things which I have discussed above.
For this we have to prepare a bed and its length should be 2m and breadth should be 1.5m and
2 to 2.5 deep. Then we have to put layer inside it. First layer is of dry leaves, it could be
leaves of bamboo, sugarcane, or any tree.


Second layer is of cow’s dung, we have to put 1 feet long layer of cows dung into the
bed.



Then third layer is again of dry leaves or vegetables left part but should be dry.

Then repeat the same process 2 or 3 times. When we see that there is no apace for putting
more layers then cover it with dry leaves, which is shown in the picture above. Then put one
iron rod on the bed which should be 1 or 2 feet long. Then after some days we have to check
that whether the iron rod become hot or not by touching it, if it is hot then we have to do the
next step. Means we have to turn the layer with the help of “Belcha”. After changing the
layer again covered it with dry leaves and put iron rod again. Then again do the same process
of changing the layer from bottom to top with the help of belcha. This is called ‘ulat pulat
‘process. And one most important thing is that when we are preparing the bed then it should
be in the presence of sunlight. After when we realise that the compost is dry by checking it
then left it for more 1 week. The compost will take maximum 5 to 6 weeks to be prepared.
After that when compost is ready then farmers or villagers use it in his field for growing
wheat, rice maize, potato, etc.
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How it will save groundwater?
We use dry leaves for layer to make bed because when we put cow’s dung then it contains
water in it also, so we put dry leaves because it soaks all water of dung. And we dry leaves
also because when rain happens then water goes inside the bed and it contains dirt also so dry
leaves all dirt of rain and left clean water in the ground level. In that way groundwater is not
being polluted. In this way we have many benefits from Faidemand compost:iii.

Faidemand Shokhta- - It is another way to keep groundwater safe from being polluted.

Fig16. This is a picture of Faidemand shokhta.
We have to made bed nearby hand pump. It should be 2m long and its breadth should be also
2m and 1.5m deep. It also requires some layers to complete the shokhta process

In the 1st layer we have to put small or big pieces of stone which can easily be
available at Kairi village because people use to brought it from Pandayee River and
sell it into the market. When we put stone then it should be minimum 4 inch.



Then in 2nd layer put 4 to 5 bags of dry and it should be fat for example which is used
for cooking food.



And then put sand to cover the gap between stone and wood.



Then in third layer we have to put dry leaves or dry wastes of household and then
cover the all with dry leaves. After that left it for 6 months and if we want best result
then put for 1 year.



Then plant banana tree on the four corner of the bed and plant ‘’Katch plant’’ in
between the bed.
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When I asked villagers why they put such things in the shokhta, then they said- they put stone
as a layer because they came to know that if rain happens continuously for 3 or 4 days then
the rain water have dirt’s with it and when it goes inside the bed then the rocks helps here
because rocks filters the dirty water and left clean water at ground level. Banana plant they
put because one banana tree can soaks 20 litres dirt from water in one day and katch plant
soaks 4 to 5 litres dirt in one day. In this way these helps to save groundwater from being
polluted.
And these process should be done near the hand pump because people use to wash clothes
there and when they do so then the water contains surf and soaps also and goes at ground
when they wash, then here shokhta helps to left clean water at ground, which is shown above
the picture.
After 1 year have to check the bed that the compost is ready or not if it is ready then have to
block the way of hand pump from where water goes at ground level because if the compost is
ready then it is dry and more water can change the compost. After that take the compost and
use it in agriculture field for growing wheat, peas, maize or potato, etc. when we saw the
compost it should be blackish in colour.

Fig17. This is a picture of shokhta after one year of process which villagers put to use
for agriculture. We can also see the colour of shokhta is blackish and dry.
- When the villagers got to know to know that by doing some process they can save their
groundwater with no cost, because things which is required to make this can easily be found
at village like- dry leaves of anything it may be bamboo leaves sugarcane leaves or any kind
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of dry leaves, cow dung, vegetable part which we don’t use, and household waste and should
be dry, one iron rod.
iv.

Matka Filter-When the team members of” Water Action” came to Kairi village and tell
them about arsenic and also told them the reason for that and also ask them to leave using
water from hand pump because it contains high level of arsenic, bacteria and iron. And told
them about Matka Filter and also show them the process and its benefits.
I also went to some houses where people are now drinking water from Matka Filter. Then I
met with one family who are newly putting filter to their house. Then I asked them whether
they know the process to put filter, then they said yes they came to know about it by team of
water action. Then I saw the process and also help them.

Fig18. This is a picture of Matka Filter that what it needs like charcoal, bricks and
sand.
The process of Matka Filter:First a person needs three matkas for filter whether it was small or big doesn’t matter and all
the three matkas should be clean and properly washed.
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Put first matka (from bottom) empty containing tap.



Then put second matka on the first matka, it contains five layer inside.
i.

First layer is of sand which should be properly washed then put a net on it
(sand kills bacteria),

ii.

Second layer is of small pieces of bricks ( it kills iron), then put net on it,

iii.

Third layer is again sand and net on it,

iv.

Fourth layer is coal which also should be properly washed and then net on
it ( net is to filter water,

v.


Then last layer is again sand.

Then above second matka, third matka will be put and then some water on it, then
water goes to second matka and with all process it filters and goes to first matka.
After that fresh water could be taken directly from tap. But keep in mind that when
we have to through first bucket of water because it contains some bacteria and all.
After that water came that should be used for drinking and cooking as well.

Fig18. They are Chanti Devi and her husband in front of their newly Matka Filter.

7. PEOPLES PERCEPTIONS:-
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 Difference between Matka Filter and Hand pump Water

Fig19. Talking to Chanti Devi related to difference between they felt among matka and
hand pump.
During my field visit I met with those people also who have Matka Filter at their house to know
the difference between the both water. Then I came to know some points with some villagers.
The differences according to them are:

They said that when they drink water from pump then it smells bad but when we
smell matka water then it contains no smell



When they drink water from pump they feel something on their teeth (kinkin), but
when they drink water from matka they feels nothing and taste is also good.



One person said that when they use hand pump water for cooking rice then the colour
of rice is yellow but on the other hand when they use matka water for cooking then
the colour of rice is white.



He also said that when he used to drink water from matka then he have not blackish
inside their teeth.

 Why villagers now move to “Eco Cell Toilet”?
Firstly people of Kairi village use to go for open defecation, when they don’t have toilet
facilities. During my field visit I asked to some women of village that whether they face any
difficulties when they went for open defecation, then they said yes they face some difficulties
because they have to wake up early in the morning between 4 or 5 am. Because at that time
men are sleeping, they have to go in the early night so they have fear of animals like snake,
dangerous insects and bear. I also came to know by some men that when men use to go for
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bath at afternoon then the bear use to harm them, some of them are killed also. Snake also
bite some people while going for bath in open defecation.
But after some time some villagers build pit latrine and use it for bath, but after some days
they found some difficulties while having pit latrine, like it should be clean regularly or
timely. But the villagers don’t clean it by own but they ask dome to clean it and dome
demand money for cleaning. That’s why they think that pit latrine is very costly. And when
the team of Water Action told them that pit latrine is not good for groundwater because it
makes it polluted. When one person use pit latrine then they invest 20 litre of water
individually, and the water goes with human waste at the ground level and make ground
water contaminated and that water they got through hand pump and use it for drinking or
cooking and become sick.
Then the team told them about Eco Cell Toilet and also its benefits then the village:

Eco Cell Toilet requires less water as compared to other toilet.



And the water which people use inside it was not wasted because the water but falls at
the plants nearby the eco cell toilet.



The waste which was left by human not goes to the ground but collects at one place
and put coal powder on the waste regularly, and after 6 month or 1 year it turns into
fertilizer.



When it turns into fertilizer then people can use it at their field for agriculture.

 Whether villagers are using human waste compost for agriculture or not?
I went to field where villagers use to do agriculture; there I met some people who are doing
agriculture of peas. There I met one person, whose name is Yogender Nath.
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Fig20. He is a farmer whose name is Yogender Nath; he has one leg small due to polio.
His age is 42 and Tharu by cast. He has 2 sons and one daughter and wife died due to some
diseases. Though he has problem in his one leg then also work on agriculture and his son and
daughter helps him out because only agriculture is their source of income. I went there to
meet this person because I got to know that he used compost of human waste from eco cell
toilet for doing agriculture of peas and now put that fertilizer for growing wheat.
Then I asked him whether he found any difference between the human compost and
fertilizers that he bought from market for production.
Then he and his son said yes they found some difference in production. They said that last
year they use market fertilizer for doing agriculture and this year they use human compost for
doing agriculture and they found some increasement in the production from last year.
He also told me that till now he doesn’t use eco cell compost alone for doing agriculture, he
used to mix market fertilizer in this. Then I asked why he do so, then he replied that he don’t
have trust that if he use only eco cell compost in his field for doing agriculture, then who
knows he will get good result or not.
Then he saw me his three parts of land where he is doing wheat production.
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Fig21. This is a picture of wheat production where he used eco cell compost and market
fertilize

Fig22. This is a picture where he used only market fertilizer for doing wheat
production.

When I saw both parts then I realize that part where he used eco cell compost or market
compost is more productive than market fertilizers only, which we can see above in the
picture. But he also told me that now he is going to use only ecosan compost for production
to see whether it is more productive or not.
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 Whether villagers were happy with shokhta or toilet?
When I asked villagers whether they are happy with the result of eco cell toilet or Faidemand
shokhta or compost?

Fig23. He is Yogender Nath and his sister, talking to them related to shokhta or toilet.

They said when they use to go for open defecation then they have to face many difficulties,
especially women because they have to went up early in the morning and in morning they
have fear of snake, Scorpio, animals like bear, wolf and other dangerous insects.
They said that they are very thankful to Water Action, because the team brought eco cell
toilet in front of them and told its importance. Then they build it and start using it. And when
I talk to his son he said that now I have habit of going to eco cell toilet only for bath. He also
said if he was doing work at field which 3 or 4 km away from his house, then also he went
home for bath by bike but don’t go for open. And most important thing is that they can also
use compost of eco cell at field for production, in fewer amounts they have two benefits. First
they don’t have to go for open defecation and don’t have fear of animals, and secondly they
can compost also for doing agriculture.
In that way they also save their groundwater from being polluted, because if they don’t went
for open defecation then how will human waste pollute the groundwater.
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8. Indigenous knowledge related to water quality
When I asked to some people, when they don’t know anything about water quality or when
Water Action doesn’t introduce Matka Filter then what was the source of water at that time?

Fig24. Her name is Leelawati Devi, talking related to indigenous knowledge.

She lives in Kairi Tola of Kairi village, she 4 daughters and she used to cut wood from jungle
for household use. Her husband does work at agriculture field.
She said that she used to drink water from dug well or from hand pump, when she doesn’t
have knowledge about water quality.
Then I asked whether she found any differences between the water qualities of hand pump, or
dug well.
She said when she used to drink water from dug well she finds taste was good but when she
drinks water from hand pump she realise some sensation in their teeth. When she put water
into the bucket then after sometime we saw a yellowish oil layer at the top of the bucket.
When she used hand pump water for washing clothes then she found colour change into
yellow of clothes.
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Then I asked so what she do when she found that hand pump water is not safe?
She said nothing because she don’t have any idea what to do so drink water from that only
she finds something wrong with the quality or taste of the hand pump water.
At first she used to brought water from dug well for all needs because she don’t have own
hand pump that’s why she went to nearby household to take bath or to wash clothes. And for
cooking or drinking she use dug well water. Till now also she use dug well water for drinking
though she have water filter now because in that also she have to put water regularly.

Figure25.
She showed me this bucket which become yellow by putting hand pump water in it. This
means hand pump water have iron and arsenic. We can assume if it change the colour of
bucket then what it will affect inside their body when they use it for drinking.
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Fig26. He is Ramayan Nath.
He has 13 members in his family, 7 male and 6 female. His source of income is agriculture
only. He based on rain for cultivation because don’t have boring facilities. He is now Matka
Filter at his household and now he use filter water for cooking and drinking.
I asked what was his source of water when he don’t have filter?
Then he said that he and his family use to have water from hand pump before, because dug
well is far from his tola.
Then I asked whether he found any problem while using hand pump water?
He said that yes they face some problem when they use hand pump water, like sensation in
teeth, blackness between teeth, when they use it for cooking rice then the colour of rice
becomes yellow, when use for washing cloth then the colour of clothes becomes yellow,
always stomach ache, skin itching problem.
Then I asked if they found these difficulties then what they do?
He said that time we don’t have another option so they only use hand pump water, and they
also don’t know why the colour of rice or clothes become yellow. Though he thinks that
water is not safe but don’t do anything.
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Fig27. He is Ramphal Nath, talking related to indigenous knowledge regarding water.

He is 62 years old and Tharu by cast. He lives in Khekhaulia tola. He had 4 members in his
family. He and his family went to open defecation for bath. For which they went to 1 or 1.5
km away from their house. He does agriculture for source of income.
When I asked him what was his source of water?
He said that his source of water was from hand pump at past and present also. When the
team of water action check the quality of water of his hand pump, then they found that his
hand pump water contains high level of arsenic, bacteria and iron as compared to all hand
pumps of village.
He said that his family and other family who lives near to his house, means more than 40
people drink water from his hand pump. When I looked at him then I feel he is very ill
because it looks at his face but when I asked then he was not ready to accept that he had any
kind of disease.
When I told him that why you drink water from hand pump though it contains arsenic?
He said but I don’t have any problem till now and also he is going to live in another tola so he
will drink water from there.

 Hence, after talking to some villagers regarding indigenous knowledge, then I came to know
that mostly villagers depends on dug well for water and some of them hand pump. They have
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to go little far to take water from dug well. There were 2 dug wells in all three tolas of Kairi
village. And after sometimes they all have their own hand pump so they move to hand pump
from dug well.

 Survey at Mahajogi Village
I also went to Mahajogi village which is 2km away from Kairi village. Here also Tharu cast
people lives, some Muslims and other cast also. There were 2 dug well in the village. Mostly
household have their own hand pump but those don’t have depend on dug well for daily
needs. Men and children’s also use to use dug well for bath. Water of dug well has also being
tested by the team and they found the water is suitable for drinking. But only one or two hand
pump of this village is being tested and found iron and arsenic.

Fig28. They are villagers of Mahajogi village, talking related to water.

I asked to them what they know about arsenic or how to check water quality?
They said that they nothing about arsenic or water quality. They don’t know how to check
water quality that which is good or safe for drinking or not. They all are unaware of all these
because till now the team of water action is not worked there. They only check one dug well
and one or two hand pump.
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Fig29. These are three transparent glasses of water.
In first glass it has hand pump water, second one contains dug well water and third one
contains one household water. We put this water into transparent glass and put guava leaves
small piece to check whether water contains arsenic or not.
Then we find that water of hand pump contains mostly arsenic, bacteria and iron. And most
of the villagers are drinking water of hand pump only.
When they saw these then all were excited to see whether their hand pump water has arsenic
or not. Then they brought water of their household, and then we check water quality of their
household also, and found that most hand pump water is not suitable for drinking.
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9. My experience
In my two month field visit of Kairi village, I got to know many new things. At first I don’t
know what to do but as time goes I met all villagers of this village and got to know many
things that why villagers of this village are different from others. When I went to this village
and talk to some men, women or children then I found that all have problems means all are
sick, some have skin disease, some have stomach problem and some have stone in their liver,
means all have some problems nobody is perfect. I got to know that here people are using
eco cell toilet, first time I use this type of toilet which save groundwater and also require very
less water for wash compare to other kinds of toilets.
I also got to know that in this village, villagers are making fertilizers by own through which
they are saving their ground water and use compost in their field for agriculture. In this
village arsenic mostly found in the water of hand pump by testing water through test kit,
means water of this village is not safe for drinking, even then people are drinking that water,
but now they are drinking water from matka filter is a new king of filter which filters all dirt’s
from water and give clean and safe water for drinking. My field experience in this village was
very nice and based on much new kind of experiences which I got to learn in this village.
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